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Abstract

In order to study possible e�ects of neutrals on the power threshold for transition from L-mode to H-mode con-

®nement in DIII-D, the problem of reconstructing neutral particle distributions inside the separatrix from available

edge, scrape-o� layer, and divertor plasma diagnostic data is addressed. Neutral particle pro®les in the shear layer are

reconstructed primarily with the DEGAS code using plasma parameters obtained by ®tting discharge data with the

B2.5 code. A series of discharges in which the ion grad B drift direction is toward the X-point is analyzed. For reversed

Bt, the L to H transition power threshold is 2±4 times higher than normal Bt discharges at the same density: one

discharge of this type is analyzed. The variation of the L±H transition power threshold divided by the density is seen to

be correlated with the neutral density scale length in the shear layer for both directions of the magnetic ®eld. Radial and

poloidal neutral particle pro®le results for three low density discharges in which the L±H transition power threshold

varies from 1.3 to 5.3 MW are presented. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

One of the characteristic properties of the transition

from the low con®nement mode (L-mode) to the high

con®nement mode (H-mode) is a power threshold,

which from the early experiments was observed to scale

directly with the line-averaged density and the magnetic

®eld for single null divertor discharges with the ion grad

B drift toward the X-point [1]. From early experiments it

was also shown that access to the H-mode requires re-

duction in recycling through careful wall conditioning

[2]. Both wall conditioning and plasma con®guration

e�ects were seen [3] to cause signi®cant changes in the L±

H power threshold. A possible mechanism for the ob-

served e�ects of wall condition on the threshold is the

coupling of the neutral dynamics to the transition

mechanism.

The power threshold for the transition from L-mode

to H-mode (PL±H) can be a�ected by the transport of

neutral particles in the shear layer through ¯ow damping

by charge-exchange (CX) friction, changes in the level

and topology of the E ´ B ¯ow shear, and modi®cation

of the energy, particle, and momentum balances. The

threshold can also be a�ected by changes in density,

temperature, and radial electric ®eld pro®les that result

from neutral transport in the divertor, edge, and scrape-

o� layer (SOL). Since direct measurements of neutral

density and temperature pro®les inside the separatrix are

not yet available, they must be inferred through mod-

eling.

Data from lower single-null (LSN) DIII-D discharges

in which the ion grad-B drift is towards the X-point are

analyzed for a range of operating conditions and line-

averaged densities. These conditions are obtained by
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active control of the neutrals through gas fueling,

pumping, and X-point position, as well as operation in

the standard (reference) con®guration. Analysis results

for a single LSN discharge 92089 with reversed Bt (ion

grad-B drift away from the X-point) are presented.

Typically available diagnostic data include electron

density and temperature pro®les from Thomson scat-

tering, ion temperatures from CER spectroscopy, di-

vertor Da, IRTV, and Langmuir probe data, 2-D

radiation pro®les, and neutral pressures at various

points in the vessel. The data are ®tted with the B2.5

plasma transport code [4], and the resulting plasma pa-

rameters are used in the DEGAS code [5] to calculate

core fueling rates and neutral pro®les. The calculations

are iterated until the core fueling rate from divertor re-

cycling, Cfuel, computed with DEGAS, is consistent with

the integrated ion ¯ux across the separatrix, Ccore, from

B2.5. The details of the analysis procedure are given in

Ref. [6].

The analysis is focused on reconstructing the neutral

pro®les in the shear layer just before the L to H

transition. Since the shear layer can extend several

centimeters into the core plasma (inside the separatrix),

it is desireable to ®t the plasma parameters in this re-

gion in order to establish continuity of the pro®les and

their respective gradients. The details of how we do this

with stand-alone B2.5 calculations are discussed in

Section 2. A qualitative discussion of the power and

temperature dependence of CX rates and, by implica-

tion, corresponding e�ects on poloidal rotation dam-

ping is presented in Section 3. Some general results

from the plasma/neutral transport calculations, and a

comparison of three low density discharges among

which PL±H varies by a factor of 3, are given in Sec-

tion 4.

2. Plasma transport simulations in the shear layer

In the procedure adopted for this work, the analysis

required to assess possible e�ects of neutrals on the L±H

transition power threshold involves two steps. The ®rst

step, which is the focus of this paper, consists of ®tting

the discharge data and generating 2-D distributions of

the neutral particle parameters with iterative B2.5/DE-

GAS calculations. The second part of the analysis in-

volves evaluation of parameters that may characterize

the role of neutrals in the transition; details and results

for normal Bt discharges are given in Ref. [7].

The version of the edge transport code that we use,

B2.5, contains a semi-analytic multiple-species neutrals

model that includes the transport of molecules, Franck±

Condon atoms, and energetic re¯ected atoms, as well as

an approximation for CX neutrals [8]. This model has

been compared with coupled B2/DEGAS calculations

with good agreement over a broad range of plasma

conditions. While the neutral transport in the divertor

region is well described by the semi-analytic model, it is

not possible in general to accurately describe with such a

model the multiple wall re¯ections and CX events that

result in core fueling by recycling neutrals. Conse-

quently, stand-alone B2.5 calculations are usually lim-

ited to a domain that extends only a centimeter or so

into the core plasma, i.e., regions where the plasma

transport is dominated by parallel ¯ow.

In this section we describe a method of performing

stand-alone edge transport calculations across the shear

layer (the edge plasma layer extending several centime-

ters inside the separatrix). This method involves the use

of a positive convective term in the radial particle ¯ux

that fuels this edge plasma layer with ions from deeper

inside the core, thereby enabling ®ts to the electron

Fig. 1. Electron density and temperature pro®les along the Thomson chord (as well as the other core and divertor diagnostic data ®ts)

show no signi®cant di�erences between the standard and extended grid simulations for Shot 84034.
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density pro®le and the electron and ion temperature

pro®les across this edge region. It should be emphasized

that the positive convective (anti-pinch) term in this

context is merely a tool to enable fueling of the edge

plasma and pro®le ®tting in all regions. A strong radial

dependence of the particle di�usivity could also serve

this purpose.

Since its presence changes the mix of conductive and

convective radial transport, we have extensively tested

the e�ect of the convective term on the edge transport

solution and on the results from the neutral transport.

For several discharges, we have compared the results

from the standard grid simulation, with the inner

boundary at normalized magnetic ¯ux Wn� 0.98 and no

convective term, to the corresponding simulation in-

cluding the convective term with the boundary at

Wn� 0.85 (extended grid). In all cases, we have obtained

comparable ®ts to the SOL and divertor data. The

particle di�usivities are smaller in the extended grid case

due to the presence of the convective term. Otherwise,

the parameters in the edge transport calculation are

approximately the same as for the standard grid. For

example, the electron density and temperature pro®les

for standard and extended grid simulations, displayed in

Fig. 1 for Shot 84034, show no signi®cant di�erences

over the common region. The corresponding ®ts to the

ion temperature and divertor Da and IRTV data for the

two cases were indistinguishable in the common region

and are not shown.

3. Power/temperature dependence of charge-exchange

Ampli®cation of the E ´ B ¯ow shear through the

Reynolds stress drive is thought to be the mechanism

responsible for the L±H transition [7]. If the pressure

gradient term is small compared to the ion velocity

terms in VE � B, the transition condition is rather simple.

To have a transition, the Reynolds stress ¯ow ampli®-

cation must dominate over all damping terms. One of

the possible roles of neutrals in impeding the transition,

an enhanced ¯ow damping due to CX friction, increases

the power threshold. This is a general result that carries

over to all models that incorporate the E ´ B shear ¯ow

suppression of turbulence as the basic transition mech-

anism.

The CX damping is strongest near the X-point,

where the core fueling from divertor recycling peaks

(see discussion in Section 4). In this section we examine

the implications of the temperature (or power) depen-

dence of the CX rate coe�cients, hrvicx, for the local

rates, the integrated core CX rates, and the associated

¯ow damping. The DEGAS neutral transport calcula-

tions of the ratio of the volume-integrated core CX rate

to the core ionization (fueling) rate fall on a smooth

curve, suggesting that this ratio could be described for

all input power levels by the ratio of the rate coe�cients

at some average temperature. Fig. 2(a) shows that the

ratio Psep/áneñ is almost perfectly correlated with the

average of the electron and ion temperatures to the 3/2

power at the Wn� 0.9 ¯ux surface. Here Psep is the

power crossing the separatrix and is distinguished from

PL±H since these results hold for both L-mode and H-

mode. It is seen in Fig. 2(b) that the DEGAS calcula-

tions (points with `error' bars) are very well reproduced

by a constant (of order unity) times the ratio of the

reaction rates. The temperatures at which the rate co-

e�cients are evaluated for each power are taken from

Fig. 2(a). The utility of this result can be described as

follows. If the core ionization rate is known or esti-

Fig. 2. (a) The ratio of Psep/áneñ and the average of the electron and ion temperatures to the 3/2 power at Yn� 0.9 are linearly related.

(b) The ratio of core CX to core ionization can be estimated from the ratio of the reaction rates and the results shown in (a). The 10%

error bars shown on the points computed with DEGAS are approximate.
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mated from the measured dNe=dt, for example, then the

level of core CX can be estimated using measured core

temperature pro®les.

These results also have implications for ¯ow damping

and the power required for the L±H transition. If we

assume that the core particle con®nement time scales

inversely with P1=2
sep in L-mode (there is some indication

of this in the calculations presented in Section 4), then

the results in Fig. 2 indicate that the core CX rate (and

the associated ¯ow damping) should vary as P3=2
sep . This

means that the CX ¯ow damping may increase stronger

than linearly with power as the power is ramped towards

the transition threshold.

4. Analysis and discussion

We have analyzed a total of 12 DIII-D discharges at

time slices in the L-mode phase that are typically 15±20

ms before the L to H transition. For each of the dis-

charges, the free parameters of the plasma transport

code (particle and heat di�usivities, convective velocity,

plate and/or wall recycling coe�cients, etc.) were varied

to ®t to the diagnostic data. The two free parameters

(particle di�usion coe�cient and convective velocity) in

the radial particle ¯ux for the extended grid simulations

were constrained in most of the cases by ®rst ®tting the

data with Vconv� 0 (standard grid). This constraint was

relaxed for the analysis of the reversed Bt discharge in

order to satisfy power balance. The typical quality of the

agreement of the data and the calculations can be seen in

Fig. 1. After ®tting the edge pro®le, divertor, and radi-

ation data, the neutral transport calculation is per-

formed with the background plasma parameters from

B2.5. The Ccore from the plasma transport calculation

and Cfuel from DEGAS are compared via the particle

balance equation; if they are not consistent, the process

is repeated with di�erent transport and/or recycling co-

e�cients. This procedure typically requires four or ®ve

iterations of the plasma and neutral transport calcula-

tions to obtain Ccore and Cfuel that are consistently within

10%.

Agreement of the core fueling rate from DEGAS

with the integrated particle ¯ux crossing the separatrix

from B2.5 (as determined from the core particle balance

equation, dNcore/dt�Cfuel + CNBI ÿ Ccore, where CNBI is

the beam fueling rate) is the key requirement for estab-

lishing consistency of the plasma and neutral transport.

The steady-state core fueling rate from divertor recy-

cling is shown in Fig. 3(a) for the discharges analyzed. It

is seen that for normal Bt, the core ionization or fueling

rate is approximately linear with density. A linear ®t to

the points gives a low-power L-mode particle con®ne-

ment time, sp�Ncore/Ccore, of 165 ms for the normal Bt

discharges. For the reversed Bt discharge sp is smaller

than that for normal Bt by approximately the square

root of the average ratio of the threshold powers. (This

ratio is 2±4 for áneñ about 2.5 ´ 1013 cmÿ3.) For the

normal Bt discharges the range of measured PL±H and

the scatter in the Ccore and Cfuel values does not permit an

unambiguous determination of the power dependence of

sp.

Since the neutral distributions are two dimensional

(toroidal symmetry assumed), it is useful to de®ne a

poloidally averaged radial length parameter for neutral

particle-related quantities (neutral densities and tem-

peratures, CX rates, ionization rates, etc.) in the shear

layer,

Fig. 3. (a) The core fueling rate from divertor recycling increases approximately linearly with density for the normal direction of the

toroidal magnetic ®eld. (b) The ratio of the L±H transition power threshold to the density is well correlated with neutral density scale

length in the shear layer. Both normal and reversed Bt thresholds are described by a single power law.
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q � �rsep ÿ r�avg

�
P

h�rsep�h� ÿ r�h��n0�r; h�V �r; h�P
h n0�r; h�V �r; h� ;

where h denotes the cell number, r is measured from the

minor axis to the cell center, rsep is the radial distance

from the minor axis to the separatrix segment nearest to

the cell, n0 is the neutral density, and V is the cell vol-

ume. With radial distance inside the separatrix measured

in this way, poloidally averaged one dimensional pro®les

can be ®tted with exponentials and characterized by

scale lengths in the shear layer. With the scale length

deduced in this way, we see in Fig. 3(b) a strong corre-

lation of the ratio of the L to H transition threshold

power to the average density, PL±H/áneñ, with neutral

density scale length, k0
n, inside the separatrix. (For con-

stant magnitude of the toroidal magnetic ®eld, the

quantity PL±H/áneñ should be essentially a function only

of the `hidden' parameters controlling the transition.)

The solid curve is a power law ®t, (k0
n)7=4, and describes

the simulation results for both directions of the toroidal

magnetic ®eld. An equally strong correlation of PL±H/

áneñ with the CX rate radial scale length is also seen; the

principal di�erence is that the scale length of CX rate is

larger than that of neutral density, as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.

Among the normal Bt discharges analyzed, the vari-

ation in PL±H is only from about 1±2.5 MW, with the

two pumped shots having the largest PL±H [7]. In order

to minimize e�ects of the density dependence of PL±H, we

have chosen three discharges having approximately the

same line-averaged density for a more detailed presen-

tation of results. These discharges are 84034, 89348

(pumped), and 92089 (reversed Bt). The respective den-

sities in units of 1013 cmÿ3 (PL±H in units of MW) are 2.3

(1.3), 2.3 (2.5), and 2.6 (5.3). The magnitude of Bt is 2.1

T for all discharges analyzed here. Further motivation

for examining low density discharges in detail is found in

results from the Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti-

tute Torus-60 Upgrade (JT-60U) [9], in which an anal-

ysis similar to the one presented here indicated that, for

low density plasmas, neutrals could have substantial

in¯uence on the L±H transition threshold [10,11].

For low density discharges in DIII-D, the power

across the separatrix, PL±H, as determined from the core

power balance equation, is typically larger than that

which is measured by the divertor/SOL diagnostics. For

the three discharges discussed in this section about 30%

of PL±H is contained in core CX losses, heat ¯ux to the

center post, SOL CX losses, etc. that are not directly

measured by the diagnostics. Consequently, in the ana-

lyses presented here we have demanded that 70% of PL±H

cross the separatrix in the B2.5 simulations. In order to

satisfy this requirement it is sometimes necessary to

adjust the relative positions of the Thomson chord data

and the separatrix, DWn, as determined from the EFIT

code [6]. In the case of Shot 92 089 DWn� 0.025 was

required to simultaneously ®t all of the data. The ne-

cessity for this adjustment may be due in part to the

presence of radial drifts that are not included in the

models. Excellent ®ts are obtained with the B2.5 code to

the Thomson scattering, CER, and divertor data for the

three discharges. Electron±ion temperature equilibration

in the core is su�ciently complete for the Te�Ti ap-

proximation at Wn� 0.9, assumed for the discussion in

Section 3, to be good. The e�ects of this on CX rates are

discussed below.

In assessing possible e�ects of neutrals on the L to H

transition threshold it is also instructive to look at the

poloidal dependence of the neutral distributions. The

Fig. 4. Poloidal distributions of neutral density and CX rate just inside the separatrix for Shots 92 089, 89 348, and 84 034 indicate that

the CX (and core fueling) from divertor recycling peak near the X-point.
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poloidal distributions of neutral density and CX rate

just inside the separatrix are shown in Fig. 4. Since hrvii
is not a strong function of the plasma parameters in the

separatrix density and temperature regimes of these

three discharges, the corresponding ionization rate dis-

tributions follow the neutral density very closely and

show that the core fueling from divertor recycling is

strongly peaked near the X-point. It should be noted

that the distribution for the pumped discharge is sig-

ni®cantly broader than the others; this is probably due

to the e�ects of recycling from the top of the bias ring

[12] into the region below the outer midplane. For the

discharges analyzed in this study, we have not seen a

strong correlation of the neutral density at the separatrix

and PL±H, even though the correlation with neutral

density and CX rate scale lengths is extremely good. The

CX rate curves in Fig. 4 illustrate the point made in

Section 3 that the neutral density alone does not deter-

mine the CX damping rate in the shear layer. The peak

neutral density for 84034 is almost a factor of 2 larger

than that for 89348, but the CX rate is only 15% larger.

This is, of course, due to the temperature dependence of

the quantities involved.

To conclude, there is a strong correlation between

neutrals at the plasma edge and the power threshold for

L to H transitions in DIII-D. A mechanism possibly

responsible for the neutrals e�ects on the transition

threshold is an increase in the damping of the E ´ B

shear ¯ow by neutral/main ion CX friction.
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